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PRELIMINARY AND SHORT REPORTS
EFFECT OF PYRIBENZAMJNE ON DERMOGRAPHISM
([JRTICARIA FACTITIA)'
RUDoLF L. BARR, M.D., AND MARION B. SULIRERGER, M.D.
A number of recent publications dealt with the clinical effects of the so-called "anti-
histaminic" substances of ethylenediamine-type on various dermatoses including dermo-
graphism. Our own report (1) described the clinical effects of Pyribenzamine in various
allergic and itching skin conditions.
In view of the reported clinical efficacy of ethylenediamine-type drugs in many cases
of urticaria (including dermographism or urticaria factitia) it was decided to attempt the
objective demonstration of the reduction of dermographism under the influence of
pyribenz amine (2—5).
EXPERIMENTAL
Mrs. L. 52 aged 30, was known to respond with strong whealing in sites where adhesive
tape was pulled off her skin. Strong whealing could also be elicited by stroking with the
fingernail, by sharply localized friction or changes of pressure due to clothing etc.
In order to ascertain whether pyribenz amine would cause partial or complete inhibition
of dermographic wheahng the following technique was used:
A strip of Johnson and Johnson's adhesive tape 2 inches wide and 6* inches long was
cut longitudinally into two halves, each strip being 1 inch wide and 6* inches long.
One such strip was applied to the left side of the upper back of subject L. S. (left test
site) (fig. 1). After it had been left in place for 15 minutes the adhesive strip was pulled
off the back and the ensuing reaction was observed.
17 minutes later, i.e., when the reaction on the left side of the back already had reached
its maximum, subject L. S. was given 150 mg. of pyribenzamine by mouth. 35 minutes
later the second adhesive strip was applied to the right side of the back (right test site)
(fig. 4). After it had been left in place for 15 minutes, i.e., 50 minutes after administration
of the pyribenzamine, this second adhesive strip was pulled off the back and the ensuing
reaction was observed. Figures 1 to 9 show the course of the dermographic wheal before
and after ingestion of pyribenzamine.
COMMRNT
The choice of a 50 minute interval between ingestion of pyribenzamine and elicitation of
the reaction was made on the basis of a preliminary test in subject L. S. which had indicated
that a significant reduction in the dermographic whealing occurred at this interval after
ingestion of the drug. However, it is possible that even more marked or perhaps complete
inhibition of whealing might have occurred if elicitation of the reaction had been earlier or
had been deferred for more than 50 minutes after the drug's administration.
About 30 minutes after taking 150 mg. of pyribenzamine on an "empty" stomach the
subject felt slightly faint, and appeared pale and weak. These side effects lasted for about
60 minutes and were followed by marked drowsiness of short duration. In a preliminary
test in the same subject one dose of 150 mg. of pyribenznmine had produced only moderate
temporary drowsiness.
'From the Skin and Cancer Unit, New York Post Graduate Medical School and Hospital,
Columbia University.
Received for publication May 8, 1946.
'We are indebted to Dr. Morris Leider for referring this case for study.
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Fxu. 1. AT 2:08 P.M. THE ADHESIVE STRIP IN SITU ON LEFT TEST SITE
At 2:23 (i.e. 15 minutes after its application) this adhesive strip was pulled off; erythema,
small perifollicular wheals, coalescence of small wheals ensued.
FIG. 2. AT 2:28 (I.E. 5 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFF ADHESIVE) A MARKEDLY RAISED
WHEAL HAS FOEISIED OVER THE ENTIRE LEFT TEST SITE
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Fio. 3. AT 2:38 (15 MINUTES AFTER PULLING (3FF ADHESIVE) THE WHEALING IS STILL VERY
MAHEED ON lEFT TEST SITE BUY THERE IS No FURTHER INCREASE
At 2:40 150 mg. of Pyribensamine was given by mouth; the subject had not had anyfood or drink for over 4 hours.
FIO. 4. AT 3:15 (52 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFE ADHESIVE) THE REACTION ON THE LEFT
TEST SITE Is DECREASING.
The second strip of adhesive tape has just been applied to the right test site.
At 3:30 (i.e. 15 minutes after its application) the adhesive strip was pulled off the right
test site.
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FIG. 5. AT 3:31 (ONE MINUTE AFTER PULING OFF THE SECOND ADHESIVE STRIP) THE
RIGHT TEST SITE SHOWS FAINT ERYTHEMA AND BEGINNING FORMATION OF MINUTE
WHEALS
The left test site still shows whitish edema.
FIG. 6. AT 3:35 (5 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFF THE SECOND ADHESIVE STRIP) THE RIGHT
TEST SITE SHOWS MARKED EEYTHEMA AND DISTINCT FORMATION OF SMALL WHEAL5
WHICH IN SOME AREAS ARE BEGINNING TO COALESCE. THE LEFT TEST SITE STILL SHOWS
WHITISH EDEMA
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FIG. 7. AT 3:38 (8 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFF THE SECOND ADHESIVE STRIP) THE RIGHT
TEST SITE SHOWS NO CHANGE IN WHEALING AND THE ERYTHEHA IS GETTING LESS.
THE LEFT SITE STILL Snows WHITISH EDEMA
FIG. S. AT 3:45 (15 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFF THE SECOND ADHESIVE STRIP) THE RIGHT
TEST SITE SHOWS NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE; NOTE THAT THERE IS STILL EEYTHEMA,
BUT NO CONFLUENT WHEAL FOEMATION AT THE RIGHT SITE WHILE THE LEFT TEST SITE
STILL SHOWS WHITISH EDEMA
(Compare with figure 3 which shows the reaction 15 minutes after removal of the first
adhesive strip, i.e. without previous admmistration of pyrihenzamine.)
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Fro. 9. AT 4:00, I.E., 30 MINUTES AFTER PULLING OFF THE SECOND ADHESIVE STRIP THE
REACTION AT THE RIGHT TEST SITE HAS PRACTICALLY GONE. THE LEFT TEST SITE, 97
MINUTES AFTHR PULLING OFF THE FIRST ADHESIVE STRIP, STILL SHOWS WHITISH DIS-
COLORATION ALTHOUGH THE EDEMA IS SCARCELY VISIBLE AND PALPABLE
SUMMARY
Comparison Was made of urticarial dermographism produced by a standard stimulus
applied 17 minutes before and 50 mioutes after ingestion of 150 mg. of pyribenzamine.
This dose of pyribenzamine led to a mRrked reduction but not to complete inhibition of
urticarial response to the stimulus applied 50 minutes after drug administration. The
drug had no apparent effect upon the degree, course or duration of the fully formed dermo-
graphic Wheal elicited by the stimulus applied before the administration of the pyriben-
zamine.
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